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Handwriting Analysis Putting It To Work For You
When we purposefully change our handwriting, we introduce attitudes that can improve our relationships, give us the impetus to achieve and take risks, and simply bring out the best in us.
This is because our handwriting is a reflection of our innermost thoughts and feelings. When we fall in love, survive a serious illness, or change careers, our view of life is dramatically altered
and, as a result, our handwriting patterns change. Conversely, desired transformations can result from intentionally changing the way specific letters are written: * Stick to that diet by changing
the letter T. * Avoid being overlooked for that well-deserved promotion by changing the letter G. * Reduce stress and cease juggling too many things at once by changing the letter S. *
Overcome shyness or stage fright by changing the letter A. Included is an enlightening assessment test that identifies those personality traits requiring attention. Your Handwriting Can Change
Your Life profoundly reveals that the key to making dreams come true is as simple as putting pen to paper.
If you find yourself called on to judge people on a regular basis, you need all the tools at your disposal to do your job right. Handwriting psychology offers one practical method for helping you
learn what you need to learn about your subject quickly. Whether you are a teacher, psychologist or manager, you can benefit from the guidance of Dr. Helmut Ploog, a handwriting expert.
Learn what the size and width of handwriting can reveal about a person, as well as what more muted features—such as slant, spacing, and direction of lines—can make clear. Written in plain
English, this guidebook presents pithy explanations of handwriting movements, which may be angular or round, long or short, heavy or light, high or deep below the base line. It also offers
analyses of the handwriting of many well-known people, including Charles Darwin, Anne Frank, Paul Getty, Allen Ginsberg, Ernest Hemingway, Frida Kahlo, Somerset Maugham, Pablo
Picasso, Pope Benedict, Vladimir Putin, Maurice Ravel, Carl Rogers, and Susan Sontag. Handwriting Psychology should never be used by itself to judge someone, but it can serve as an
essential tool to make and confirm observations that could change your life, your career, and your approach to life.
Discover the venerable art of graphology - how to interpret the curves, arcs and loops of the handwritten word to reveal the personality of the writer. This fascinating book is an exhaustive
exploration of the art, taking each aspect of handwriting in turn - spacing, baseline, movement, speed, tension, pressure, size, slant, loops and form - to build up a reliable picture of the writer s
nature. It also explores the many uses of graphology in contemporary life - it has been used to uncover crime, in recruitment and even to help find true love! In addition, the handwriting of wellknown historical figures is analysed, with intriguing results. Armed with this book you ll be able to gain a unique insight into the personalities of your friends and family, and maybe even find out
a little bit about yourself.
This introduction is a guide to psychology and human behavior through handwriting analysis. Includes a breif history of handwriting analysis, basic psychological principles revealed in
handwriting; and the emotional intensity of pressure and slant.
Briefly describes the development of handwriting analysis, discusses zone, baseline, slant, spacing, margins, and stroke, and explains what writing reveals about self-image
Handwriting analysis, or graphology, is the science involved in producing a personality profile of the writer by examining the characteristics, traits and strokes of an individual's handwriting. It
seems impossible, but a trained graphologist can gather an astonishing amount of information about the writer just from analyzing their handwriting. Besides creating a complete personality
profile, many other things are revealed in your handwriting, such as health issues, morality, past experiences, hidden talents, mental problems-- to name just a few. This plain and simple title
explains what handwriting analysis is and why it works. The author gives a brief history of the art then delves into every aspect of writing, including: The way the writing moves across the page
The meaning of the pen, pencil, and ink chosen The slope of the script and the amount of space between words The size and shape of the individual letters and signatures The meaning of
writing styles in headed paper, logos, and shop signs
Learn the many ways handwriting can reveal personality traits in this comprehensive introduction to graphology. In Handwriting Analysis, graphology expert Karen Kristin Amend offers a fresh
approach to the principles of graphology. Covering all aspects of handwriting, from size and spacing to pace and form quality, this book is designed to help readers learn the skills of wholeperson profiling. Amend demonstrates how to determine various personality traits ranging from mood to moral character, self-confidence, and emotional needs. She also shows how to detect
emotional disturbance or mental illness. With new material for understanding the significance of the writing rhythm, this volume also provides handwriting samples of famous people.
This all-in-one handwriting analysis kit includes a how-to-book, notepad, ruler, protractor, magnifying glass an International Graphoanalysis Society certified Emotional Responsiveness Gauge.
Handwriting analysis has been submitted as evidence in court cases, studied to understand heroes from the past and investigated by the police to track criminals. It's a fun and telling way to
learn about people's strengths and weaknesses. Like clothing or body language, handwriting style is a presentation of ourselves on a subconscious level. By taking a close look at a short
writing sample, from the dots on the I's, and crosses on the T's to the loops on the P's and humps on the N's, readers can decipher hidden talents and insecurities and delve into the depths of
the subconscious self. It's surprisingly accurate and lots of fun. The book analyzes the handwriting of the most interesting and controversial people in history from Einstein and Madonna to
Clinton and Starr.
The ABCs of Handwriting Analysis is an indispensable tool for anyone hoping to peer behind the letters on a page—professionals responsible for hiring and managing other employees, and
hobbyists looking to uncover the truths we reveal through our writing. It demonstrates proven techniques for deconstructing hand-lettering to determine an individual's inner workings—revealing
mental aptitudes and emotional characteristics, odd or unusual personality traits, sense of humor, sexual motivation, and many other qualities—all through the critical analysis of the slant,
pressure, size, and shape of one's scripted letters. Claude Santoy's step-by-step instruction on the most practical and up-to-date methods of handwriting evaluation includes psychological
interpretation of drawings and doodles, methods of determining mental health from handwriting, workbook examples to help readers master the system, and a helpful glossary of terminology.
Packed with useful information, The ABCs of Handwriting Analysis is the ultimate guide for anyone interested in uncovering the secrets hidden within handwriting.
Shows how to analyze handwriting traits, including slant, spacing, baseline, and connecting strokes, and discusses practical uses
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"A basic handwriting analysis book offering elementary definitions of Graphoanalysis while focusing on genealogy."--Author's description.
Handwriting Analysis 101: Identifying Personality, Sex & Lies through Handwriting Are You Ready To Learn How To Read Into The Detail Of Handwriting? If So You've Come To The Right
Place... In the 1930's, handwriting analysis finally gained visibility in the United States. A penmanship instructor noticed that despite the consistency of his method of instruction and teaching
his students in groups, their handwriting always had a certain individuality - their strokes bore their "mark," as he put it. He made detailed observations, made use of existing knowledge, and
eventually made significant contributions to the science in addition to increasing its popularity in the US. Here's A Preview Of What You'll Learn... Introduction To Handwriting Analysis
Understanding Personality Via Slope, Uprightness, Angularity, Legibility Of Lettering & More! Sex And Compatibility Via Handwriting Analysis Identifying Lies (Must Read) And Much, Much
More! Be Sure To Download Your Bonus Content At The Back Of This Book!
Shows how to analyze handwriting, explains what writing can reveal about one's personality, values, and attitudes towards love, and looks at the handwriting of thirteen actors, actresses,
athletes, and politicians
This book explains all you need to know about handwriting analysis in order to produce a comprehensive profile of anyone’s personality. It is clear, straightforward and easy to follow. It has
been used in classrooms with beginners and it serves as a handy reference for the experienced analyst. This third edition delves into the darker side of human personality and shows you how
you can identify 65 different signs in handwriting that signal potential danger and dishonesty. These signs are found in the writings of convicted criminals, serial killers, con artists and others
who are not to be trusted. Emotional Intelligence has been shown to be approximately three times more important to success in life and in the workplace than I.Q. Chapter seven shows you
how to evaluate your own Emotional Quotient (EQ). Compatibility is critical to establishing strong, fulfilling and lasting relationships. The more differences that exist between people, the more
difficult it is for them to be compatible. Chapter eight shows you how handwriting analysis can identify many of the most important differences. Each child's unique personality is reflected in his
or her handwriting. Chapter nine provides many insights and helpful suggestions for parents and teachers to assist in the learning and development of our children. This is a teaching book. Its
easy-to-follow format provides a sound introduction to the subject, it shows you how to identify over 80 different aspects of personality and it gives the reader everything necessary to produce
comprehensive, useful, and revealing analyses.
Handwriting analysis, or graphology, is the science involved in producing a personality profile of the writer by examining the characteristics, traits and strokes of an individual's handwriting. It seems
impossible, but a trained graphologist can gather an astonishing amount of information about the writer just from analyzing their handwriting. Besides creating a complete personality profile, many other things
are revealed in your handwriting, such as health issues, morality, past experiences, hidden talents, mental problems - to name just a few. This plain and simple title explains what handwriting analysis is and
why it works. The author gives a brief history of the art then delves into every aspect of writing, including: The way the writing moves across the page The meaning of the pen, pencil, and ink chosen The
slope of the script and the amount of space between words The size and shape of the individual letters and signatures The meaning of writing styles in headed paper, logos, and shop signs
Read and follow the procedures in this book and you will come away with the ability to take any sample of handwriting and do a complete analysis of character and personality. You may even go forward to
use the skill as a professional tool, or as the basis for a profession. This self-teaching textbook teaches how to analyze handwriting, how to counsel others, and how best to use the subject once learned.
Find out more about a person's character than words can say! Every slant, every squiggle, every gap between letters has meaning, often revealing whether the person is aggressive or dreamy, greedy or
generous, artistic or materialistic, talkative or reserved. With a range of handwriting samples to look at, learn the secrets to "decoding" their traits and answering important questions about the person behind
the script: * What does it mean when a person makes notes in the margin? * Is it significant when someone leaves wide spaces between words? * How can you tell if the writer feels positive about the
future...or pessimistic? * Does very small writing say something about self-confidence? Plus: Find the personality clues in the way an envelope is addressed, the color of the ink, the type of paper chosen, the
slant of the letters, and much more! 512 pages, 4 3/16 x 5 1/4.
As unique as a fingerprint, our handwriting is a reflection of our inner selves, revealing everything from our talents and personal tastes to insecurities, desires, and psychological attitudes. Reed Hayes shows
how the practical art of graphology (or handwriting analysis) can provide insight into the qualities of your own personality as well as the personalities of those around you. Between the Lines provides an
awareness of graphology that not only enhances our understanding of ourselves, but also sheds light on our business, social, and romantic relationships.
David DeWitt has done it once more! In his latest book, “Bullying…Applying Handwriting Analysis to Detect Potential Signs and Effects”, David DeWitt puts forth a timely hypothesis that carries great import for
contemporary American society. As a certified Graphoanalyst, David DeWitt has spent a lifetime studying the link between human behavior and handwriting. This field of endeavor is referred to as Graphology
and is a science unto itself. I have personally witnessed this man as he applied his extensive knowledge to analyzing the handwriting of interested volunteers ...and the results of his findings were incredibly
accurate! The individuals involved were, to a person, amazed by the insights that he garnered based upon their handwriting samples. Above all, David DeWitt is a humanist of the highest caliber and his
altruism has inspired him to deploy his unique skill set for the betterment of mankind. On October 7, 2003, young Ryan Halligan’s life ended as a result of recurrent bullying by his peers. John Halligan,
Ryan’s father, has since made it his mission to speak out publicly against bullying and to alert people to its many and varied warning signs. Having met Mr. Halligan personally, David DeWitt was touched by
Ryan’s tragedy and was compelled to marshal his graphoanalytic talents in the war against bullying. In his newest work, “Bullying…Applying Handwriting Analysis to Detect Potential Signs and Effects”, David
DeWitt methodically exposes the reader to the links between handwriting and possible aggressive and dishonest behavior. This book is not just for parents ...we are all involved in the battle against bullying. I
endorse David DeWitt in his literary efforts and highly recommend this book to you. Simply stated, this is a must read. —John De Mado, John De Mado Language Seminars, LLC Author/Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt, McGraw-Hill, Pearson
Is it possible to know all about someone, just by looking at their handwriting? Imagine you could ask anyone to write down two simple words yet you could start telling them 'what they're like' from their
handwriting almost immediately - even complete strangers! You must admit that would be cool. How could you know so much with so little information? Well with the graphology system outlined in this new
graphology book designed to be learned in few days, you can be giving interesting yet fun handwriting readings in no time at all - Here are some points to consider: * Can be learned over a weekend *
Requires only two words to be written down * Can be done for two or more people at the same time * A great ice-breaker or conversation starter * Once you've learned it, it's almost impossible to forget Oh and did we mention the FREE AUDIOBOOK? We almost forgot - not only do you get the book packed with examples, exercises and top-tips to make learning graphology as painless as possible, you also get
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the 13 part audiobook thrown in as well! FLASH CARDS! With the book and audiobook you also get a set of 10 flash cards! Print them off onto index cards and stick them in your back pocket so you can have
an instant 'refresher' moment while you're still learning the system. No need for last minutes nerves - a quick look at your flash cards and you can top-up your new found knowledge in a jiffy. Powerful stuff
Seriously, knowing this information is powerful - everyone is interested in themselves, and by using the fun techniques in this unique book you'll find that sometimes you simply haven't got the time to check
out everybody's handwriting! REVIEWS "I really enjoyed reading your new book and would heartily recommend it. It is a great way to learn the art without spending hours ploughing through the many books
out there on the subject." - Richard Osterlind "Julian is a wonderful teacher. I've tried learning enough about graphology before to use as an adjunct to my mentalism performances but it never stuck. And I
quickly became bored. With Julian's system once the info is in your head, it isn't easily leaving. And I found the whole process fun! Julian has set this up in a way that you get constant reinforcement for your
efforts and just want to keep going." - Bill Cushman "I have finished Julian's book on Graphology and highly recommend it. Julian has condensed a large amount of information on graphology into an easily
memorized system and provided a presentation that is short, sweet, and can be done on the back of a business card. I like to explain how I am getting my information as I am doing the reading, and Julian's
system is perfectly suited for this. In fact, it is so simple to explain that your subject will likely go away believing they have learned something valuable even in the unlikely event that most of your reading
doesn't hit the mark -- so you really cannot lose. Anyone that is interested in Graphology should definitely pick up this book." - John Lumber "As a long time graphologist, I've perused Julian's manuscript, and
can attest that it is exactly as described. He's taken some of the real 'meat' of the subject and found a way to explain it clearly and simply - AND to do it in a wicked clever mnemonic sort of structure that
makes it quite easy to remember. (And, therefore, easy to explain to others.) He's done a lot of hard mental work so that you won't have to! Well worth the price tag for those who wish to use it." - Brane
OTHER KINDLE BOOKS IN THE SPEED LEARNING SERIES BY JULIAN MOORE Speed Learning: Graphology - The Art Of Handwriting Analysis Speed Learning: Cartomancy - A Playing Card Reading
Primer Speed Learning: Palmistry - Palm Readings In Your Own Words Speed Learning: Numerology - Numbers Past And Present With The Lo-Shu Square Speed Learning: Star Signs
Way back in 1999, I felt magnetically drawn towards a book on “Handwriting Analysis”. This accidental encounter with graphology changed my life. All my negative traits and habits that held me back, were in
front of me. It was my moment of awakening. Its time you find yours! Do you feel struck in life? Have difficulty in setting and achieving goals? Or drop projects midway? Sometimes, we find ourselves stuck in
life due to our inability to recognise our shortcomings. Even if we do recognise them, we find it difficult to improve. Handwriting Analysis is a secret key to our subconscious mind. It brings forth our
shortcoming, toxic patterns and unrewarding habits that we may have developed over time. Take a leap towards your dreams, and reach your highest potential. Use this book as a tool for Self-Discovery, SelfAwareness and Self-Realisation. This book is designed as a simple tool to help you unravel yourself. By using it, you can learn about your self-esteem and how you project yourself in the outside world. It
helps you discover your strengths and weaknesses. It presents before you a life changing tool-kit by which you can change yourself and decide on the traits you wish to develop to succeed in your chosen
field. Learn, unlearn and improve your professional as well as personal lives by understanding your handwriting and signature. This book also helps you understand people and unfurl their hidden mental
traits, motives and feelings.
Written in a step-by-step fashion, The Definitive Book of Handwriting Analysis begins with the history of the field and then teaches you how to analyze any handwriting, starting with objective criteria, including
variables such as organization, speed, size, shape, slant, and symbolic features. Then you learn how to combine these variables to create a full personality profile.
The author, Treyce Montoya, has combined over 30 years of knowledge and skill into this 579-page book. Instead of giving you the information and letting you figure out how to do it on your own, she walks
you through an entire analysis (personality profile
The ability to write by hand is a pinnacle of human achievement. As a form of self-expression, handwriting reflects a person's thoughts about the self and reveals aspects of a person's personality. Written in a
step-by-step fashion, The Definitive Book of Handwriting Analysis begins with the history of the field and then teaches you how to analyze any handwriting, starting with objective criteria, including variables
such as organization, speed, size, shape, slant, and symbolic features. Then you learn how to combine these variables to create a full personality profile. There are more than 100 handwriting samples,
including those from Paul Newman, Bill Clinton, Marlon Brando, Donald Trump, Sigmund and Anna Freud, Thomas Edison, Osama bin Laden, Jacqueline Kennedy, Bruce Springsteen, Benito Mussolini,
Napoleon, Michael Jackson, Robert Redford, Barak Obama, and Charles Darwin. Part II discusses how handwriting is organized by the brain and includes many examples of the link between handwriting and
various illnesses and brain disorders, from dyslexia and epilepsy to stroke and coma. It ends with a discussion of the link between different personality types, their brain organization, and their handwriting.
Part III is an in-depth look at the field of questioned documents, including such topics as free-hand forgeries, tracing, disguised handwriting, and anonymous notes. It features an in-depth discussion of how
forgeries are created and how they are detected. If you are interested in any aspect of this topic, The Definitive Book of Handwriting Analysis is definitely the book you need!
It's all there in black and white The most popular book on this amazing discipline, this volume shows readers how to analyze almost any handwriting sample and understand the special characteristics of the
writer's personality. Drawing upon 30 years of experience as a professional graphologist, Sheila Lowe clearly explains what every squiggle and dot says about a person. From Kurt Cobain and Jimmy Smits to
Ronald Reagan and Bill Clinton, this new edition is filled with hundreds of real examples of handwriting to illustrate how handwriting indicates a person's most basic and intimate traits. --Hundreds of new
handwriting examples --Up-to-the-minute information about graphology computer programs --Fascinating anecdotes about graphology's role in criminal justice
A collection of papers by practicing graphologists as well as critics from many fields, providing a balanced evaluation of claims that personality, aptitude, and psychological and physical health can be
determined through handwriting analysis. Paper edition (unseen), $21.95. Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
The writing’s on the wall--this new entry in the extremely successful Simply™ series is the best book on the subject of graphology! It explains what handwriting analysis is and why it works and gives a brief
history of the art. Then, it delves into every aspect of writing: the way the writing moves across the pa? the meaning of the pen, pencil and ink chosen; the slope of the script; the amount of space between
words; the size and shape of the individual letters, and signatures. There’s even an examination of writing styles in headed paper, logos, shop signs, and other situations where the lettering has to make a
good impression. Samples throughout illustrate every point in fine visual style.
Handwriting Analysis: A Guide to Understanding Personalities is a fascinating and revealing look at handwriting as a window to behavior. In thirteen chapters of well-written text and more than 100 writing
samples, the basics and the finer nuances of handwriting analysis are illustrated and interpreted. Samples from well-known celebrities and public figures from various professions, as well as persons with
particular problems and illnesses, are reviewed with clarity and sensitivity. Personalities of the famous and infamous are revealed through chapters covering contemporary novelists, criminals, upright citizens,
cloak-and-dagger operators, geniuses, entertainers, and others.

Does it feel as though your life is stuck on hold? Do you keep making the same mistakes in relationships and jobs? You can't seem to get organized? Graphotherapy may help you unblock
what is holding you back. A program of handwriting exercises and affirmations done to music, graphotherapy is not a magic cure-all, but current research suggests this combination of activities
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helps make changes to the brain and anchor them in place.
Explains how to use handwriting analysis to interpret people's character traits, personalities, and backgrounds, and examines the handwriting of such dangerous individuals as Ted Bundy,
Jack the Ripper, and Osama bin Laden.
Explains how to use handwriting analysis to understand character, personal values, love issues, and career ambitions
Shows how to analyze handwriting traits, including slant, spacing,baseline, and connecting strokes, and discusses practical uses.
A step-by-step approach to learning the secrets of handwriting analysis with over 100 handwriting samples individually examined.
The book describes the various ways that handwriting analysis can be used by individuals to help them in their job, family, recreation, and business success.
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